The Bona 16” MultiDisc is an innovative 6 disc drive plate that creates the perfect surface for a Bona Finish System. The six-5” discs spin independently of each other, eliminating swirls and scratch marks, leaving the floor smooth and flat. The Bona MultiDisc is perfect for patterned and dark stained floors and removing chatter marks. Provides the same performance around edges and detail areas to ensure no picture framing occurs. Compatible with most buffers.

Dual purpose, 5”-8 hole sand paper - may be used with 5” random orbital sanders
- Right mineral combination delivers smooth results regardless of species
- Siafast backing for easy change out
- Abrasive system designed to minimize harsh scratch patterns in the wood
- Ensure consistent scratch pattern with all your tools

**Bona MultiDisc Interface Pad**

Sanding Options for 5” Bona MultiDisc Interface Pad:
- Use 1/4” pad for uneven surfaces or softer, more open grains and species (included)
- Use 1/2” pad for uneven surfaces or tougher, harder species (sold separately)

- Ideal for aggressive, long lasting buffing
  **Bona Green**
  5” x 8 hole Abrasive Disc Attachment:
  Cloth backing
  Hook & loop (siafast)
  36 - 80 grit

- Aggressive buffing on natural floors
  **Bona Blue**
  5” x 8 hole Abrasive Disc Attachment:
  Paper backing
  Hook & loop (siafast)
  60 - 120 grit

- Ultimate preparation for dark stains
  **Bona Black**
  5” x 8 hole Abrasive Disc Attachment:
  Paper backing
  Hook & loop (siafast)
  60 - 150 grit

- Finest scratch pattern on stained or natural floors
  **Bona Diamond**
  5” Abrasive Disc Attachment:
  Hook & loop (siafast)
  80, 120, 180, 240 grit

For Optimal Results, Only Use Bona 5” Paper!